Protector **Shoe Bag Jacket**
**SIFX0250**

**Leather / Suede / Fabrics / Protection**

**Type Nr**
SIFX0250

**Description**
Protector Shoe, Bag Jackets

**Used for**
Footwear and more

**Notice**
Transparent (invisible)

All bottles are sealed in plastic to avoid transportation damage and to ensure a proper resale.

---

**Type number SIFX0250**

**Protector Shoe, Bag and Jackets 250ml Fabrics and Leather**

This Leather and Fabrics Protector is FLEXIBLE high-tech Nano layer, it forms a water and oil repellent flexible and durable barrier for shoe, bags, jackets, etc made of fabrics and different types of leather.

A standard pair of leather shoes will need about 10ml, boots or bag will need more depending on their size and the surface. Leather needs less and fabrics needs more.

**Advantages of Shoe and Bag protection**

The Nano layer keeps the surface protected, as it pushes away dirt and water. The dirt has less chance to penetrate into your shoes and bags fabrics wires or leather.

Dirt is more easy to remove and more easy to clean. The Nano layer is a FLEXIBLE, breathable and completely invisible

**Technical info**

This Nano layer is a high-tech layer to form a water and oil repellent durable barrier on the surface of textiles and original leather.

In this product we managed to develop an ultra strong grip on the surface and we optimised the durability for long lasting protection.

Fabrics & Leather Protector is using a FLEXIBLE solvent-based type of sol-gel system.

Organic compounds and inorganic nano-scale compounds form a fully flexible, breathable, invisible layer what is chemically bonding on the surface treated.

It’s important that shoe and bags are in new or almost new condition, and that they are free from any contamination and dirt, as the Nano layer only can attach to clean surfaces.

Spray the surface till it is saturated and let it dry for at least 24 hours. The layer needs this time to build up its strength.
OEM Possibilities

We offer to produce this product for OEM-Partners in the fashion business under their own Brand.

Please send us a picture of your brandsstyle and logo and we will design a custom label for you.

---

**SIFXX250 OEM**

**Leather / Suede / Fabrics / Textile Protection**

**Type Nr**
SIFX0250

**Description**
Protector Shoe, Bag Jackets

**Used for**
Footwear and more

**Notice**
Transparent (invisible)

*All bottles are sealed in plastic to avoid transportation damage and to ensure a proper resale.*
Do you know that our coatings are made of pure silica sand which is the most common element on earth?

The leader in Durability